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Raise your hand if you are 
a productive person



Raise your hand if you’re 
more productive than the 
person next to you



Raise your hand if you  
helped someone at work



Raise your hand if you 
made a mistake at work 
& learned from it





N = 465

N = 1282



Seeing
Productivity



1. Productivity is hard. 



1. Productivity is hard. 

2. Productivity is never stopping.



1. Productivity is hard. 

2. Productivity is never stopping.

3. Productivity is lonely.



Brittle Productivity  

Your org will look productive as long as 
nothing goes wrong.

But when something goes wrong, it 
breaks.



Brittle 
Productivity  

Your org will look 
productive as long as 
nothing goes wrong.

But when something 
goes wrong, it breaks.

Resilient 
Productivity  

Your productivity builds 
for the long-term.

When something goes 
wrong, it delivers.





Measuring Thriving



Whitepaper:







Thriving significantly predicts
Productivity at scale

Developer 
Productivity

Developer 
Thriving

 .24*** 

Download the evidence



Productivity is hard. 



Productivity is hard 
thriving



Productivity is hard 
thriving

Productivity is never 
stopping



What do experienced 
engineering managers do 
when their team is failing to 
deliver?







Productivity is hard 
thriving

Productivity is never 
stopping 
adaptive & sustainable

Productivity is lonely?



Software Work Visibility & Value: 
My manager, teammates and 
organization have the right level of 
visibility into my technical work, 
and my technical work is valued 





Building a stronger empirical model for 
Resilient Developer Productivity

Developer 
Productivity

Developer 
Thriving

 .24*** 

Visibility & 
Value 

Recommendations to 
boost Visibility:

.65*** 

***p<.0001

 .14*



Productivity is hard 
thriving

Productivity is never stopping 
adaptive & sustainable

Productivity is lonely 
collaborative.



Your next 
conversation about 
Developer 
Productivity 



The most dangerous choice you are making 
right now for your organization: 

 
Brittle Productivity ?

or 
Resilient Productivity ?
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